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Realizing the ILCRealizing the ILC
Three necessary ingredientsThree necessary ingredients …

Physics case
– As strong as ever…

Political willPolitical will
– Changing tactics in turbulent times …

Public engagementPublic engagement
– A unified front across the world …

Realizing the ILC will require some luck, considerable 
planning, and the ability to move quickly when theplanning, and the ability to move quickly when the 
opportunity arises …  Strategy embraced by GDE!



Physics casePhysics case
Th h i t b b ilt th LHCThe physics case must be built on the LHC

The LHC will open the Terascale …
– We need to celebrate its success!

The case has not changed!The case has not changed!
We have every expectation that the ILC will be   
th i t f ll t th LHCthe appropriate follow-on to the LHC …

But soon we will have proofBut soon we will have proof …
A tremendous weight will be lifted from our 
shoulders …



Precision measurementsPrecision measurements
A host of precision measurements fromA host of precision measurements, from 
laboratories around the world, are completely 
consistent with the Standard Modelconsistent with the Standard Model …

They point to a light Higgsy p g gg
particle …

W ll ithi h f thWell within reach of the
LHC ….

And also the ILC …



Light HiggsLight Higgs



Standard ModelStandard Model
Despite this success we also know the StandardDespite this success, we also know the Standard 
Model is not the end of the story …

A fundamental Higgs particle is radiatively 
unstable …

∼ Λ2

The Standard Model describes just a fraction of 
the stuff of the Universe!



WMAP CosmologyWMAP Cosmology
Dark matter dominated the early UniverseDark matter dominated the early Universe …
Dark energy dominates the present Universe

The Standard Model describes neither! 



Standard ModelStandard Model
We particle physicists are like the blind menWe particle physicists are like the blind men 
examining the elephant …



New TheoriesNew Theories
Fortunately most theories that solve the HiggsFortunately, most theories that solve the Higgs 
problem also solve the dark matter problem

Coincidence?Coincidence?

A new generation of theorists has populated    
the literature with new ideas

New dimensions
– Bosonic or Fermionic
New dynamics

– Little Higgs, Fat Higgs, Twin Higgs, No Higgs
Landscape …

Each spawns its own narrative … 



Extra DimensionsExtra Dimensions
E t di i i t tExtra dimensions come in two types:

Bosonic Kaluza-Klein partners
Fermionic  Supersymmetric partners

The new particles stabilize the HiggsThe new particles stabilize the Higgs …

Bosonic dimension Fermionic dimension

Photon**

Photon
Photon*

Photon
Photino

MassMass
KK tower Bose / Fermi symmetry



Dark matterDark matter
B th f th th i h i bl d k ttBoth of these theories have viable dark matter 
candidates

The lightest KK and SUSY particles are typically 
stable and have appropriate masses and 
i t ti t d th j binteractions to do the job

Bosonic dimension Fermionic dimension

Photon**

Bosonic dimension Fermionic dimension

Photon
Photon*
Photon

Photon
Photino

KK tower Supersymmetric partners



Energy scaleEnergy scale
Th $10B ti f i th lThe $10B question of course, is the mass scale 
at which the new particles appear …

Precision measurements suggest it could be 
large …



LHCLHC
S th i t iSo there is a tension …

Naturalness suggests new physics should be light
P i i t hi t it b hPrecision measurements hint it may be heavy …

Theorists assure us that some new physics is p y
within reach of the ILC …

But what do they know?But what do they know?

Fortunately, the LHC will answer the question!
It will open the Terascale and discover the scale   
of the new physics
– And remove this albatross from our neck …



PrerequisitesPrerequisites
R li i th ILC ill i i itRealizing the ILC will require some prerequisites

We must build our case on the success of LHC
– It’s job one!

We need one world, speaking with a single voicep g g
– We cannot have CERN - ILC dissonance

– Delighted to see joint ILC - CLIC R&Dg j

We need a compelling story …
And the means to tell it– And the means to tell it …

C t d th K d k C lCase study – the Kodak Carousel 



CarouselCarousel

QuickTime™ and a
ddecompressor

are needed to see this picture.

From AMC’s television series, Mad Men



Lesson?Lesson?
Wh t d thi f ?What does this mean for us?

We need to tell a story – one that connects our 
science to our deepest humanity …

We live in a time with many challenges …y g
– Medicine
– Public HealthPublic Health
– Climate and Environment
– Finance and TradeFinance and Trade
The public is paying for our science …

Politicians have a choice of investments– Politicians have a choice of investments …
– How do we compete?



Lesson?Lesson?
W t d i f tWe stand in awe of astronomers …

But their pictures do not happen by accident

They are the result of a comprehensive strategy









IMAIMA

IMAX



Lesson?Lesson?
These are iconic imagesThese are iconic images

They have made Hubble into the People’s 
Telescope

The public rose up to save it after the Columbia p p
accident

Can you imagine the public rising to save the SSC?– Can you imagine the public rising to save the SSC?

We have our own story to telly
But we need to tell it better than we ever have  
beforebefore …



HST Public OutreachHST Public Outreach
H bbl S T l $4B j tHubble Space Telescope was a $4B project

E h th S T l S i I tit tEach year the Space Telescope Science Institute 
spends 0.1% of that amount on outreach

$4.5M per year, approximately 35 FTE’s

STScI serves the schools, the press, the public …

All hil ti l h t dAll while propagating a clear, coherent and 
consistent message



HST Public OutreachHST Public Outreach
Vi SView Space

100 installations, changing daily, viewed by 40M 
visitors per year

Amazing Spacea g Space
K-12 and informal education materials used at  
over 1400 sites across the United Statesover 1400 sites across the United States

Hubble Site
1.2M web views per month

National Air and Space MuseumNational Air and Space Museum
765,000 visitors per month



HST StoryHST Story
Th t l t f ll l ithThe space telescope story follows a clear arc with  
a natural cadence …

Hubble Space Telescope (1990) is a 2.4 meter 
visible / UV telescope that opened new territory …
– It was the first large telescope to get above the 

atmosphere 
– Discovered that galaxies evolve
– Discovered planets orbiting distant suns
– Not to mention black holes, dark energy …

Successor telescopes will build on these discoveriesp
– And make quantum leaps in our understanding



HST StoryHST Story
Th J W bb S T l (2013) i 6 5The James Webb Space Telescope (2013) is a 6.5 
meter infrared telescope that will park at L2 and 
detect the first light in the Universe



HST StoryHST Story
Planning is alread nder a for a follo pPlanning is already underway for a follow-up 
telescope to JWST (2025?)
– Motivated by the search for life on distant planets



HST TechnologyHST Technology
Th t ti ll d HST dThe costs are essentially capped.  HST and 
JWST are $4B efforts …

Technological developments drive the costs down

The designs for the new telescopes are optimizedThe designs for the new telescopes are optimized 
to take advantage of synergies with industry and 
elsewhereelsewhere …

Hubble took advantage of Shuttle, and investments 
in national technical reconnaissancein national technical reconnaissance
The JWST successor is being designed to exploit 
Ares, NASA’s new heavy-lift rocket



Particle Physics?Particle Physics?
W h t d it i d !We have our own story – and it is a good one!

We do incredibly compelling science
– Uncovering the elements that make up the Universe

We drive important technologiesWe drive important technologies
– Including accelerators, detectors, computing

We transcend international boundaries
– Uniting people towards a common goal

We inspire the public
Drawing students into science and technology– Drawing students into science and technology



Public OutreachPublic Outreach
We have important pieces in placeWe have important pieces in place

Science
– The LHC will frame the story …

– Just like Hubble did for JWST

Technology
– The focus on risk reduction,,

optimization and industrial-
ization is appropriate …

Public
The GDE communicators are fabulous– The GDE communicators are fabulous …



Public OutreachPublic Outreach
B t d t d !But we need to do more!

LHC is a $5B $10B project HST was $4BLHC is a $5B - $10B project.  HST was $4B
Will the public get as much value from LHC?
– Very encouraging initial signs …

– Global interest in LHC startup!

Are we investing enough?
Using the Hubble 0 1% rule we need 50 100 FTE’s– Using the Hubble 0.1% rule, we need 50-100 FTE s 
worldwide to help us develop, propagate and sustain 
our story …y

– This is not lobbying!



Public OutreachPublic Outreach
It i i t t t d l i l tiIt is important to develop a single narrative, one 
the reflects the global nature of our science

CERN, FNAL, KEK, SLAC, DESY …
– Again, encouraging signs …g , g g g

– interactions.org

We need a seamless tale one that touches theWe need a seamless tale, one that touches the 
soul and builds from LHC to ILC and beyond

I believe that public engagement is our most 
important product …
– We can learn from the astronomers …



Realizing the ILCRealizing the ILC
A hi i l ill i l l d hiAchieving our goals will require real leadership

But can we do it?
With apologies to Obama …

YES WE CAN!


